
Ski report: Time for a snow
dance

Keep your fingers crossed for measurable snow
as these series of storms pass through.

Conditions are still very good on the slopes with machine
groomed corduroy and spring conditions.

Here is the March 27 ski report.

— Curtis Fong

Ski report: Sun is going away
Unsettled weather will be moving through the
area in the next few days with a chance of
snow in the higher elevations.

Wind could be a factor today on the upper lifts.

Here is the March 26 ski report.

— Curtis Fong
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Ski report: Weeks of spring
skiing to be had

Three to four weeks of spring skiing are left
at most resorts.

Here is the March 25 ski report.

— Curtis Fong

Ski report: Spring is in the
air

The slopes are turning to spring conditions
with areas of firm packed snow softening with
the daytime temperatures.

Here is the March 24 ski report.

— Curtis Fong
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Ski report: Plenty of events
It’s  not  just  about  the  skiing.  So  many
resorts  are  having  special  events  this
weekend.

Here is the March 23 ski report.

— Curtis Fong

Ski  report:  Conditions  are
good

A great spring day to enjoy winter conditions.

Here is the March 22 ski report.

— Curtis Fong
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Ski report: First chair gets
powder

Spring brings fresh snow to Tahoe’s slopes.

Avalanche  danger  is  considerable,  according  to  the  Sierra
Avalanche Center. Don’t ski out of bounds.

Here is the March 21 ski report.

— Curtis Fong

 

Ski report: It’s wet outside
It’s a Gore-Tex kind of day. There is fresh
snow in the upper elevations and mixed precip
down below.

Wind may be an issue for upper lifts.
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Here is the March 20 ski report.

— Curtis Fong

Ski  report:  Weather  is
changing

A change in weather is coming. Weather gurus
are  calling  for  rain  and  snow  above  7,000
feet.

Here is the March 19 ski report.

— Curtis Fong

Ski report: Lots of sun today
Spring conditions continue. Keep your fingers
crossed for snow Tuesday into Wednesday.

Here is the March 18 ski report.
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— Curtis Fong


